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Shadows In Our Bones

2019-10-15

the past is never truly forgotten shadows in our bones is based on real events and actual persons the story traces how greed societal forces religion eugenics and racial prejudice came together in a shameful and shocking way

on a small wooded island off the coast of maine the atrocious events that occurred on malaga island and how they impacted the lives of the residents and their descendants continue to echo through the years their impact is felt

in many ways and by many lives the attitudes and actions of both past and present generations are revealed in 1903 cora lane vacationing with her missionary parents on nearby horse island is introduced to a community on

malaga island that the press has labeled degenerate half breeds they are of mixed race a circumstance that promotes scorn ridicule and intolerance more than a century later georgia o brien a college professor is questioning

the beliefs and customs of today that result in racial prejudice derision and bigotry as her mother fights for her life against cancer georgia and her family are challenged by secrets that upset their views concerning who they are

and what they believe

An Interdisciplinary Bibliography on Language, Gender and Sexuality (2000-2011)

2012

this comprehensive state of the art bibliography documents the most recent research activity in the vibrant field of language gender and sexuality it provides experts in the field and students in tertiary education with access to

language centred resources on gender and sexuality and is therefore an ideal research companion the main part of the bibliography lists 3 454 relevant publications monographs edited volumes journal articles and contributions

to edited volumes that have been published within the period from 2000 to 2011 it unites work done in linguistics with that of neighbouring disciplines covering studies dealing with a broad range of languages and cultures around

the globe alphabetical listing and a keyword index facilitate finding relevant work by author and subject matter the e book version additionally enables users to search the entire document for specific terms sections on earlier

bibliographies and general reference works on language gender and sexuality complete the compilation

Language, Gender and Sexual Identity

2010

this book makes an innovative contribution to the relatively young field of queer linguistics subscribing to a poststructuralist framework it presents a critical deconstructionist perspective on the discursive construction of

heteronormativity and gender binarism from a linguistic point of view on the one hand the book provides an outline of queer approaches to issues of language gender and sexual identity that is of interest to students and scholars

new to the field on the other hand the empirical analyses of language data represent material that also appeals to experts in the field the book deals with repercussions of the discursive materialisation of heteronormativity and

gender binarism in various kinds of linguistic data these include stereotypical genderlects structural linguistic gender categories especially from a contrastive linguistic point of view the discursive sedimentation of female and
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feminine generics linguistic constructions of the gendered body in advertising and the usage of personal reference forms to create characters in queer cinema throughout the book readers become aware of the wounding

potential that gendered linguistic forms may possess in certain contexts

Language and Prejudice

2004

part of the longman topics reader series the language of prejudice examines the effects language has on societal biases this brief collection of readings focuses on the way language influences and prejudices society s view on

race gender age disabilities and sexual preferences thought provoking selections ask students to think about timely and relevant issues such as racial slurs and other offensive language anti feminist discourse and verbal

assaults on homosexuals divided into seven chapters each features six or more essays of varying lengths brief apparatus helps students write more thoughtfully in response to the selections and to think more critically about the

importance of choosing language wisely longman topics are brief attractive readers on a single complex but compelling topic featuring about 30 full length selections these volumes are generally half the size and half the cost of

standard composition readers

Tamara’s Gift

2024-02-02

tamara s gift the enthralling sequel to kennedy s ghosts unfolds six decades later tracing the extraordinary journey of a baby girl left at an orphanage doorstep humorously claimed by the matron to be delivered by a stork this

whimsical tale harbors a grain of truth as this enigmatic girl blossoms into a formidable force of modern times spearheading a revolutionary paradigm of a i interfacing technology and beyond but who is she possessing an

intellect that s off the charts and a mysterious celestial connection could she be a harbinger of more global unrest or the key to long awaited peace as the saga unfolds weaving in characters and descendants from the first book

it challenges our notions of humanity s place in the cosmic tapestry from america to china and back tamara s odyssey unfolds towards a sinister yet enigmatic climax seemingly guided by higher beings striving to steer humanity

away from a precipice of annihilation the uncovering of her genetic lineage unsettles the geopolitical balance igniting a tussle between the forces of darkness and light

Revealed

2023-11-16

from the perspective of a black woman copeland reveals lessons about history the invisibility of racism and the insidiousness of prejudice and bias all in just a weekly five minute read revealed is a resource for those committed

to better understanding racism prejudice and bias this tool will aid those who have been through racial equity training and want to continue their learning journey in a structured proactive way not only does it offer critical
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information it prompts deep reflection and encourages action as noted social justice advocate howard ross said in the book s foreword each of the weekly reads is in and of itself a lesson in our understanding of the dynamics of

race it calls for us to stop listen think and digest in a way that the modern reader can easily absorb and get meaning from

Marx & Ford

2011-03-22

this provocative fiction explores the consequences of twins choices it is a riveting tale that follows the lives of twins john and thomas staid who are similar in every way until they grow distant in their beliefs and the paths they

take from rural pennsylvania to a gritty housing area in pittsburgh from a small private college to a glittering silicon valley start up twins grapple with both their rivalry and the consequence of their choices the reader ultimately will

feel an affinity for one of the brothers thus the question which twin will you love which will you hate readers will uncover surprises as the story unfolds marx ford engages the reader to an intellectual and intriguing literary

adventure

Shelter from the Holocaust

2017-12-04

the first book length study of the survival of polish jews in stalin s soviet union

Action, Talk, and Text

2001

this book draws from six years work by the developing inquiring communities in education project dicep to provide a range of practical replicable methods for building collaborative communities in which democratic principles of

education may be realized recognizing that each classroom is unique in its makeup its context and its history these seasoned teacher researchers rely heavily on discourse both spoken and written to engage students in the

active learning process their findings are striking and clear and testify to the exciting potential that dialogic interaction and collaborative knowledge building have for the field of education key features of this book are identification

of appropriate research questions real life teaching strategies based on extensive hands on experience in the field and workable suggestions for facilitating inquiry based learning and teaching
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In God's Time

2015-06-23

there are thousands of interesting cameo roles written into the bible stories and i have always found it fascinating trying to imagine what would have happened if the lives of some of these minor characters actually intertwined

and crossed paths with others from the same chapters although much of this story is fiction the central theme of the gospels has not been corrupted and biblical quotations are faithfully reproduced jesus used parables to

illustrate the love and forgiveness of god may this short story help do the same for all who read it

Writing Superheroes

2017-03-14

based on an ethnographic study in an urban classroom of 7 to 9 year olds writing superheroes examines how young school children use popular culture especially superhero stories in the unofficial peer social world and in the

official school literacy curriculum in one sense the book is about children writing superheroes about children appropriating superhero stories in their fiction writing and dramatic play on the playground and in the classroom these

stories offer children identities as powerful people who do battle against evil and win the stories however also reveal limiting ideological assumptions about relations between people boys and girls adults and children people of

varied heritages physical demeanors and social classes the book then is also about children as writing superheroes with the assistance of their teacher the observed children became superheroes of another sort able to take on

powerful cultural storylines in this book anne dyson examines how the children s interest in and conflicts about commercial culture give rise to both literacy and social learning including learning how to participate in a community

of differences

My American Harp

2016-06-10

my american harp presents 1 169 poems written 2010 2014 by surazeus that explore what it means to be an american in the modern world of an interconnected global civilization

Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination

2024-03-14

psychology of prejudice and discrimination provides a comprehensive and compelling overview of what psychological theory and research have to say about the nature causes and reduction of prejudice and discrimination it
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balances a detailed discussion of theories and selected research with applied examples that ensure the material is relevant to students newly revised and updated this edition addresses several interlocking themes such as

research methods the development of prejudice in children the relationship between prejudice and discrimination and discrimination in the workplace which are developed in greater detail than in other textbooks the first theme

introduced is the nature of prejudice and discrimination which is followed by a discussion of research methods next comes the psychological underpinnings of prejudice the nature of stereotypes the conditions under which

stereotypes influence responses to other people contemporary theories of prejudice and how values and belief systems are related to prejudice explored next are the development of prejudice in children and the social context of

prejudice the theme of discrimination is developed via discussions of the nature of discrimination the experience of discrimination and specific forms of discrimination including gender sexual orientation age ability and

appearance the concluding theme is the reduction of prejudice an ideal core text for junior and senior college students who have had a course in introductory psychology it is written in a style that is accessible to students in

other fields including education social work business communication studies ethnic studies and other disciplines in addition to courses on prejudice and discrimination this book is also adapted for courses that cover topics in

racism and diversity for instructor resources consult the companion website routledge com cw kite which includes an instructor manual that contains activities and tools to help with teaching a prejudice and discrimination course

powerpoint slides for every chapter and a test bank with exam questions for every chapter for a total of over 1 700 questions

Too Far from the Path

2008

a fresh and truthful story about the inner workings of schizophrenia in this memoir tamara goes deep into the world of madness and shares the experience of prolonged psychosis coupled with the artwork that she created this

story is a great read for people with schizophrenia caregivers and mental health workers anyone who knows someone who has schizophrenia should read this book while you travel into the depths of psychotic thinking to

understand the delusional world of a person with schizophrenia this book keeps you entertained and engaged it is a detailed expression that tells the real life story of slipping into and then out of madness tamara goes on to

explain what it s like to live with schizophrenia and the prejudice that she faces on a day to day basis the discrimination from even people who are close to her is evident and goes to show that fighting stigma around

schizophrenia is a never ending battle tamara is adamant that all people with schizophrenia can recover with the right medication and support her story is an example of how even in extreme cases schizophrenia can be

managed with the right medications and doses it took more than 5 years for tamara to fully recover from this tragic illness in the end she was in a better place than before the onset of psychosis

Loving V. Virginia

2003-10-01

the impact and ramifications of cases argued before the supreme court are felt for decades if not centuries only the most important issues of the day and the land make it to the nine justices and the effects of their decisions

reach far beyond the litigants under discussion here are five of the most momentous supreme court cases ever they include marbury v madison roe v wade dred scott brown v board of education and the pentagon papers an

absorbing exploration of enormously controversial events the series details highlights and clarifies the complex legal arguments of both sides placing the cases within their historical context though they ultimately emerge as
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works in progress the authors reveal each decision s relevance both to the past and the present the result is a fascinating glimpse across the centuries into the workings of the supreme court and the american judicial system

highlights and features fascinating highly relevant supreme court cases accessible discussion of complex legal theory portrait of the american legal system as a work in progress primary source materials

Icing Ivy

2013-10-08

icing ivy once jane stuart and ivy benson were best friends until ivy s daughter marlene took a job as nanny to jane s son and was later murdered now it s time for jane and ivy to heal past wounds and catch up on old times the

perfect opportunity presents itself at a week at the off season mountain lodge where jane has scheduled a fiction writers retreat so much for best intentions ivy s brought johnny the new man in her life who has eyes for one of

jane s students the handsome lothario is also a man on the run and the mt munsee lodge is his perfect hideaway but what johnny s running from is soon catching up with all of them and with a blizzard leaving them snowbound

there s little chance for escape especially for ivy jane s discovered her old pal dead stabbed with an ice pick as the melting ice gives way to startling clues jane and winky s investigation leads them into ivy s complicated past

and the deadly secrets of a writer who has the clever manipulations of the murder mystery down cold

Telling Stories

2007

first published in 2002 we are living in a time of rapid and radical social change modes and categories inherited from the past no longer seem to fit the reality experienced by a new generation new accents is intended as a

positive response to the initiative offered by such a situation each volume in the series will seek to encourage rather than resist the process of change to stretch rather than reinforce the boundaries that currently define literature

and its academic study this book introduces a theoretical framework for studying narrative fiction a narrative recounts a story a series of events in a temporal sequence

On Second Thought

2014-05-06

every ending marks a potential beginning every act of reading is in a very real sense an act of re writing and to revise is literally to re see these bits of conventional wisdom underlie the topic explored in this volume s collection

of essays by literary critics who want to know more about the instinct to continue and the impulse to revise an existing text
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The Mothers of Voorhisville

2014-10-02

from multiple world fantasy award winner and nebula bram stoker international horror guild sturgeon and british science fiction award nominated author mary rickert comes a gorgeous and terrifying vision of the mothers of

voorhisville who love their babies just as intensely as any mother anywhere of course they do and nothing in this world will change that even if every single one of those tiny babies was born with an even tinier set of wings at

the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

A Womanist Pastoral Theology Against Intimate and Cultural Violence

2020-10-27

this book is about black women s search for relationships and encounters that support healing from intimate and cultural violence narratives provide an ethnographic snapshot of this violence while raising concerns over whether

or not existing paradigms for pastoral care and counseling are congruent with how many black women approach healing

Privilege and Prejudice

2001

privilege and prejudice twenty years with the invisible knapsack explores various areas of contemporary american culture where sexism and racism still leave an indelible print in 1988 peggy mcintosh published her

groundbreaking essay white privilege and male privilege an examination of white privilege and its role in perpetuating racism twenty years later these seven essays reveal problems that persist even in systems that are ostensibly

trying to address problems of inequality beginning with a foreword by mcintosh on our society s resistance to confronting privilege this text then delves into a variety of fields in the first section on higher education simona hill

lucien winegar juanita johnson bailey and ronald cervero contribute two essays examining racism in the academy while donna axel explores the stigma in law school alternative application processes the next section interrogates

privilege and its effects on females choices with kyla bender baird questioning global contraception policies and mary carney giving a historical overview to contextualize persistent gender inequities in computer technology media

studies and stereotypes are considered in the final section in which janice stapley analyzes children s birthday cards for gender bias and ellen miller critiques male dance films this text would be useful for social science and

humanities scholars of all types with its explorations of the continuing ramifications of race gender class and their intersections
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Hate Crimes

1991

authors debate the need for penalty enhancement laws for hate crimes the extent and seriousness of hate crimes and whether hate speech should be protected under the first amendment

Lessons and Legacies

2013

in the courtroom and the classroom in popular media public policy and scholarly pursuits the holocaust its origins its nature and its implications remains very much a matter of interest debate and controversy arriving at a time

when a new generation must come to terms with the legacy of the holocaust or forever lose the benefit of its historical social and moral lessons this volume offers a richly varied deeply informed perspective on the practice

interpretation and direction of holocaust research now and in the future in their essays the authors an international group including eminent senior scholars as well those who represent the future of the field set the agenda for

holocaust studies in the coming years even as they give readers the means for understanding today s news and views of the holocaust whether in court cases involving victims and perpetrators international national and

corporate developments or fictional documentary and historical accounts several of the essays such as one on nonarmed amidah or resistance and others on the role of gender in the behavior of perpetrators and victims provide

innovative and potentially significant interpretive frameworks for the field of holocaust studies others for instance the rounding up of jews in italy nazi food policy in eastern europe and nazi anti jewish scholarship emphasize the

importance of new sources for reconstructing the historical record still others including essays on the 1964 frankfurt trial of auschwitz guards and on the response of the catholic church to the question of german guilt bring a new

depth and sophistication to highly charged sharply politicized topics together these essays will inform the future of the holocaust in scholarly research and in popular understanding de l éditeur

Looking for Mary Magdalene

2015-02-01

anne fedele provides a detailed ethnography of alternative pilgrimages to catholic shrines in contemporary france that are dedicated to saint mary magdalene or house black madonna statues based on more than three years of

fieldwork it describes the way in which pilgrims with a christian background from italy spain britain and the united states interpret catholic figures symbols and sites according to spiritual theories and practices derived from the

transnational neopagan movement
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Petticoats and Prejudice - Women's Press Classics

2009

drawing on historical records of women s varying experiences as litigants accused criminals or witnesses this book offers critical insight into women s legal status in nineteenth century canada in an effort to recover the social

and political conditions under which women lobbied rebelled and in some cases influenced change petticoats and prejudice weaves together forgotten stories of achievement and defeat in the canadian legal system expanding

the concept of heroism beyond its traditional limitations this text gives life to some of canada s lost heroines euphemia rabbitt who resisted an attempted rape and clara brett martin who valiantly secured entry into the all male

legal profession were admired by their contemporaries for their successful pursuits of justice but ellen rogers a prostitute who believed all women should be legally protected against sexual assault and nellie armstrong a battered

wife and mother who sought child custody were ostracized for their ideas and demands well aware of the limitations placed upon women advocating for reform in a patriarchal legal system constance backhouse recreates vivid

and textured snapshots of these and other women s courageous struggles against gender discrimination and oppression employing social history to illuminate the reproductive sexual racial and occupational inequalities that

continue to shape women s encounters with the law petticoats and prejudice is an essential entry point into the gendered treatment of feminized bodies in canadian legal institutions this book was co published with the osgoode

society for canadian legal history

Coping with Prejudice

2020-08-20

modern social psychology has devoted a significant share of its resources to the study of human prejudice most research to date has focused on those groups that exhibit prejudice however a number of recent studies have

begun to investigate prejudice from the perspective of its targets these studies have shown prejudice to be a powerful stressor that places unique and costly demands on its targets they have also identified a number of

strategies that targets of prejudice use to cope with their predicaments these findings hold real promise for scholars of early christianity for not only were early christians frequently the targets of religious prejudice they were to

become its perpetrators soon enough but much of what they wrote sought either directly or indirectly to address this problem in this study paul a holloway applies the findings of social psychology to the early christian

pseudepigraphon known as 1 peter he argues that 1 peter marks one of the earliest attempts by a christian author to craft a more or less comprehensive response to anti christian prejudice and its outcomes unlike later

apologists however who also wrote in response to anti christian prejudice the author of 1 peter does not seek to influence directly the thoughts and actions of those hostile to christianity but writes instead for his beleaguered

coreligionists consoling them in their suffering and advising them on how to cope with popular prejudice and the persecution it engendered

A National Project

2004-06-03
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since the outbreak of the syrian civil war in 2011 over 5 6 million people have fled syria and another 6 6 million remain internally displaced by january 2017 a total of 40 081 syrians had sought refuge across canada in the

largest resettlement event the country has experienced since the indochina refugee crisis breaking new ground in an effort to understand and learn from the syrian refugee resettlement initiative that canada launched in 2015 a

national project examines the experiences of refugees receiving communities and a range of stakeholders who were involved in their resettlement including sponsors service providers and various local and municipal agencies

the contributors who represent a wide spectrum of disciplines include many of canada s leading immigration scholars and others who worked directly with refugees considering the policy behind the program and the geographic

and demographic factors affecting it chapters document mobilization efforts ethical concerns integration challenges and varying responses to resettling syrian refugees from coast to coast articulating key lessons to be learned

from canada s program this book provides promising strategies for future events of this kind showcasing innovative practices and initiatives a national project captures a diverse range of experiences surrounding syrian refugee

resettlement in canada

Nationalism from the Margins

2008-04-15

in nationalism from the margins patricia wood offers a fresh approach to the study of immigration adaptation and collective and individual identity formation in analysing a century of italian migration to alberta and british columbia

wood documents a multicultural experience and vision of canada that long preceded the official policy of 1971 she argues that nationalism is not one idea but a relationship of voices speaking from varying levels of political and

social power and to varying audiences the italian understanding of what it means to belong to canada does not require the abandonment of ethnic identity but instead demonstrates the ways in which layers of identity intersect

wood introduces the more spatial concept of relocation and emphasizes the complex and negotiated nature of immigrant identities she highlights the immigrants roles as active participants in the creation of their own local

regional and national spaces underlining the importance of an interdisciplinary approach to immigrant history highlighting the marginalized status of these immigrants as southern europeans catholics and residents of western

canada wood brings their voice to the centre and shows them to be agents in the production of their identities

Turf Wars

2008

turf wars discourse diversity and the politics of place is the fascinating story of an urban neighborhood undergoing rapid gentrification explores how members of a multi ethnic multi class washington dc community deploy

language to legitimize themselves as community members while discrediting others discusses such issues as public toilets and public urination the morality of co ops and condos and characterizations of good girls and bad boys

draws on linguistic anthropology and discourse analysis to provide insight into the ways that local activity shapes larger urban social processes draws also on cultural geography and urban anthropology
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Chican@s in the Conversations

2014-03-27

this brief affordable reader takes a provocative look at critical issues facing the chican communities today and provides thought provoking questions and writing topics for each reading chican s in the conversation presents

contemporary essays about some of the most important challenges facing mexican americans today including health education identity and cultural concerns the wide range of authors includes both contemporary and classic

nonfiction and serves not only to introduce these often unfamiliar writers but also to encourage the recognition of chican writers as model essayists

Canada the Good

2000-03-30

to invest in vice can be a sound financial decision but despite the lure of healthy profits individuals and mutual funds have been reluctant to invest in this type of stock after all who would take pride in supporting the tobacco

industry knowing it sells a deadly product and what social responsibilities do investors bear with respect to compulsive gamblers who have lost so much money that suicide becomes an attractive option canada the good

considers more than five hundred years of debates and regulation that have conditioned canadians attitudes towards certain vices early european settlers implemented a christian moral order that regulated sexual behaviour

gambling and drinking later some transgressions were diagnosed as health issues that required treatment those who refused the label of illness argued that behaviours formerly deemed as vices were within the range of normal

human behaviour this historical synthesis demonstrates how moral regulation has changed over time how it has shaped canadians lives why some debates have almost disappeared and others persist and why some individuals

and groups have felt empowered to tackle collective social issues against the background of the evolution of the state the enlargement of the body politic and mounting forays into court activism the author illustrates the

complexity over time of various forms of social regulation and the control of vice

Race and Crime

2015-11-02

this annotated bibliography of research citations covers the topic of race and crime in the united states from 1950 1999 this work includes research on all racial groups including whites and american indians annotations are

divided into categories such as works on individual racial groups and multi racial groups includes edited collections government reports and electronic resources this bibliography is designed to assist researchers in the area of

criminology and criminal justice in race related topics this annotated bibliography offers more than 500 citations to literature on the relationship between race and crime it offers crime research on all racial groups including whites

and american indians hispanics blacks and asian americans it covers the span from the civil rights era to the end of the 20th century annotations are derived from various disciplines including criminology sociology anthropology

psychology law and history the bibliography is divided into three parts individual and race related research multi racial research and electronic resources which provide access to all aspects of current data on race and crime
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You Have Never Been Here

2008

locus recommended reading list open this book to any page and find yourself enspelled by these lush alchemical stories faced with the uncanny and the impossible rickert s protagonists are as painfully shockingly complexly

human as the readers who will encounter them mothers daughters witches artists strangers winged babies and others grapple with deception loss and moments of extraordinary joy praise for mary rickert s books the memory

garden is a lovely book of women friendship sadness and healing and it is genuinely uplifting like the garden of its title this is a book to take in slowly to spend time in to wander through you ll likely find your selves the better for

it npr this is a novel haunted by mortality with people who died young with people now old and dying with ghosts but it is often a joyful novel a novel of life forgiveness and good meals with friends and strangers los angeles

review of books i ve seldom read a book as gentle and yet as powerful io9 com rickert writes with a blend of poetical language and dark suspense the washington post a poet of the extremes housed within the human heart

locus mary rickert has long been an undiscovered master of the fantastic her first collection map of dreams received the crawford and world fantasy awards and stories from this collection of new and selected work have received

the shirley jackson and world fantasy awards she has worked as kindergarten teacher barista disneyland balloon vendor and in the personnel de partment of sequoia national park where she spent her time off hiking the

wilderness she is the author of two collections and the novel the memory garden and she has received the shirley jackson and world fantasy awards she lives in wisconsin see more at maryrickert com

The Hip Hop Reader

1965-10

composition and hip hop may seem unrelated but the connection isn t hard to make hip hop and rap rely on a complex of narrative practices that have clear ties to some of the best american essay writing a hip hop reader

brings together work about this cultural phenomenon and provides selections that represent a variety of styles and interests

Ebony

2022

ebony is the flagship magazine of johnson publishing founded in 1945 by john h johnson it still maintains the highest global circulation of any african american focused magazine

Journeys Towards Intercultural Capability in Language Classrooms

2006
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this open access book presents an account of five teacher educators who over a two year period undertook a research project with five teachers of languages other than english in pre secondary schools in new zealand their

collaborative aim was to develop students intercultural capability in the context of learning a new language the school participants were typical of many in new zealand s pre secondary sector the teachers had limited language

teaching experience and limited prior knowledge of how to develop the intercultural dimension in their language classrooms and the students were largely at the beginning stages of learning a new language the book discusses

the findings obtained using a range of data collection methods including classroom observations reflective interviews with teachers and focus groups with students it documents instances of breakthrough and growth for teachers

and students and reveals the problems and tensions lastly it reflects on the lessons learned in the course of this project and speculates on the roles that teacher education needs to play if the goal of intercultural capability is to

be better achieved in language classrooms both in new zealand and internationally of interest to a wide range of stakeholders in the area of education the book allows readers to gain an understanding of the opportunities of

working with teachers through an action research model alongside the challenges that this brings and ways in which intercultural capability may be strengthened

The Changing World of Work

2022-02-09

the changing world of work is a collection of stimulating and diverse readings that ask students to think about the meaning of work in today s world and how it impacts our daily lives readings touch on such diverse topics as

what influences a person s work ethic inequalities in american work culture how technology has impacted today s workplace the ways that men and women strive to balance work and family life and more

Linguistic Dimensions of Sexual Normativity

2015-06-10

this book advances the theorization of normativity as a key concept in language and sexuality studies bringing together some of the author s previous work with new material for a comprehensive exploration of the influence of

normativity on the relationship between language and sexuality the first section of the book outlines fundamental areas of inquiry in language and sexuality studies today with a focus on queer linguistic inquiry and elucidates the

book s theoretical frameworks around normativity chapters in the section reflect on the ways in which normativity shapes sexuality related language how language is employed to convey sexual normativities and queer linguistic

challenges for the use of research methods in the discipline through a discussion of their implementation in corpus linguistics the second part of the book builds on these theoretical foundations by featuring seven case studies

that illustrate a diverse range of methods and language data with a concluding chapter considering the implications of their findings for furthering theoretical debates and future research on normativity in language and sexuality

studies this volume will be of interest to scholars in language and sexuality language and gender sociolinguistics discourse analysis applied linguistics and corpus linguistics
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Mentoring Away the Glass Ceiling in Academia

2010-10-01

mentoring away the glass ceiling in academia a cultured critique is different in that it calls attention to the role mentoring has played on the glass ceiling phenomenon in higher education narratives by and about the experiences

of women of diverse backgrounds in the united states and beyond the borders of this nation shed needed light on the ways in which mentoring influences identity formation and internal coping mechanisms in environments often

characterized by marginalization through these narratives these women serve as quasi mentors and create spaces for other women to survive and thrive within the educational arena this text honors and extends previous work

on the experiences of women academics from diverse backgrounds through this book there is a call for new ways of understanding the vital role that narratives play in speaking truth to the power of mentoring the insights

present an exposé of the extent to which politics policies and equity agendas for mentoring have supported or failed women

Friday Mornings at Nine

every woman remembers her firsts her first kiss her first lover and her first time contemplating an affair each friday morning at the indigo moon café jennifer bridget and tamara meet to swap stories about marriage kids and work

but one day spurred by recent e mails from her college ex jennifer poses questions they ve never faced before what if they all married the wrong man what if they re living the wrong life and what would happen if just once they

gave in to temptation soon each woman is second guessing the choices she s made and the ones she can unmake as she becomes aware of new opportunities around every corner from attentive colleagues and sexy neighbors

to flirtatious past lovers and as fantasies blur with real life jennifer bridget and tamara begin to realize how little they know about each other their marriages and themselves and how much there is to gain and lose when you step

outside the rules praise for marilyn brant s according to jane a warm witty and charmingly original story susan wiggs new york times bestselling author an engaging read for all who have been through the long dark dating wars

and still believe there s sunshine and a mr darcy at the end of the tunnel cathy lamb author of henry s sisters this is a must read for austen lovers as well as for all who believe in the possibility of a happily ever after ending

holly chamberlin author of one week in december
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